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Abstract: We present a theoretical study of the elongation process of molecular junctions formed by
octanedithiol molecule and Au electrodes. Five types of junctions that have different molecule-electrode
coupling geometries are considered. It is found that the behavior of the H atom in the -SH group plays a
crucial role in the system structure variation. The variation of the total energy and the average force needed
to break the molecular junction are calculated, and each type of molecular junctions is found to have a
characteristic breaking force. Comparing our theoretical results with those from experiment shows that the
most probable coupling geometry was neglected in almost all the previous work. A dynamic analysis of the
electronic structure of the molecular junctions is used to understand the variation of the system configuration.

1. Introduction

The potential use of a single molecule as an electronic device
has attracted much attention in both experimental1-8 and
theoretical9-13 studies. The molecular break junction (MBJ)
approach14-16 is often used to investigate the formation and
breaking mechanism of molecular junctions. With this approach,
molecular junctions formed via thiol (thiolate)-Au contacts have

been studied extensively,17-23 and many interesting results were
obtained. However, unresolved questions still exist which are
fundamental to the understanding of the MBJ experiment result.
The first is regarding the nature of the bond between the -SH
group and the Au electrode: is the end H atom detached in the
formation of a junction? Some researchers believe it remains,24,25

and some believe it is detached,5,17,26-29 while some others
believe that both cases may exist.30-32 To the researchers who
believe the H atom’s being detached, the second question arises:
according to the research work of Grönbeck,30 the detached H
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atoms are adsorbed by the Au surface, and then do these H
atoms have any influence on the mechanical and transport
properties of the junction? This question has been neglected by
almost all researchers. The third is about the break geometry
of the molecular junction: where does the breakdown take place?
Is it in the S-Au, Au-Au, or S-C bond? The answer to the
last question may be highly relevant to that of the second one.
It is difficult to show directly the detailed coupling geometry
in the MBJ experiment, and therefore a systematic theoretical
study of the MBJ process is necessary.

We present here a theoretical study of the MBJ processes of
molecular junctions formed by octanedithiol molecules and Au
electrodes. The contraction and elongation processes are simu-
lated, and the variation of the total energy and the average force
to break the molecular junction are calculated. A dynamic
analysis of the electronic structure is used to understand the
structure variation of the junction. Compared with the theoretical
method most frequently used in probing the bond nature of a
junction, which is based on comparison of the adsorption
energies,30,32 the advantage of this method is that the result can
be directly compared with that of the MBJ experiment and
therefore provides straightforward support to the experiment.

2. Computational Methods and Simulation Protocol

In the MBJ experiment, which uses scanning tunneling micros-
copy (STM), the STM tip is first brought into contact with the
molecule adsorbed to the substrate to form the molecular junction
and then drawn back gradually until the breakdown takes place. A
simple and valid model of the tip, the substrate, and the coupling
geometries in the molecule-substrate and molecule-tip contacts
is crucial to a simulation. In this work, we use three layers (3×3)
of Au atoms with face-centered-cubic crystal structure of the (111)
surface to model the substrate, two layers of Au atoms with same
structure as in the substrate, and a four-atom pyramid structure to
represent the tip. Repeating periodically, the atom layers in the
substrate and tip form infinite surfaces, while in the direction
perpendicular to the surface, they join perfectly to form five layers
of Au surface. Five types of initial coupling geometries between
the molecule and the electrodes are taken into consideration, as
we show in Figure 1, and we will refer to them as T1, T2, T3, T4,
and T5 in the following text. In T1, the end H atom at the substrate
side is detached, while that at the tip side remains. In T2, the
situation is just the opposite. In T3, both end H atoms are detached.
T4 and T5 are similar to T3, but one detached H atom is adsorbed
to the tip or substrate Au atom to which the molecule is attached.
In the initial junction geometries of the simulation, the structures
of the substrate, the tip, and the molecule are set as they are in the
independently relaxed system, and the Au-S bond lengths on both
sides are set to the optimized value. T1, T2, and T3 are the most
preferable molecular junctions according to the recent studies.24-32

T4 and T5 come from our study on the dissociation process of

molecules with the -SH group on the Au substrate and tip. It is
found that, as the end H atom is detached, it first occupies a site
around the Au atom to which the molecule is adsorbed. On the
substrate, it is a hollow site, and the equilibrium distances from
the H atom to the three Au atoms are 1.95, 1.91, and 1.81 Å,
respectively, while on the tip, it is a bridge site between the topmost
atom and a base atom of the pyramid structure, with the equilibrium
distances to the two Au atoms being 1.82 and 1.73 Å, respectively.
In the initial structure of T4 and T5, we set the position of the
detached H atom according to these values. These two types of
junctions are introduced to check the effect of the detached H atom
on the mechanical properties of the molecular junction.

To include as many different coupling geometries between the
molecule and electrodes as possible in our simulation, besides the
above considerations, in each type of molecular junction, T1-T5,
different sites for adsorption of the molecule to the substrate surface
and the azimuthal angle of the molecule (the angle of the plane
containing all the C atoms of the molecule with respect to the x
axis) in the initial configuration are tested. Some geometrical
parameters, the adsorption energies of the molecule to the two
electrodes in the five types of junctions, and a comparison with
other theoretical work are shown in the Supporting Information.

In the current simulation we adopt a protocol that is similar to
but improved over the one we used in the previous works.33,34 In
order to make good contact of the molecule with the tip and the
substrate, starting from the initial structure shown by Figure 1, we
contract the junction by about 1-2.0 Å first. After the contraction,
we elongate it gradually until the breakdown takes place. The
elongation (contraction) process is performed in a sequence which
consists of many similar steps. In each step, the tip Au atoms are
first moved apart from (toward) the substrate by 0.2 Å; in the mean
time, the lattice parameter in the stretch direction of the molecular
junction is increased (decreased) by 0.2 Å; and then, with the z
coordinates of the Au atoms in the two end layers of the junction
fixed, the x and y coordinates of these atoms and all the coordinates
of the other atoms in the junction are relaxed until the force on
each of them is less than 0.08 nN (0.05 eV/Å). The atomic structure
at the end of the current step is set as the beginning of the next
one, and this process continues until the breakdown takes place
(or the system is contracted by 1-2 Å). With the above protocol,
we in fact simulate the adiabatic stretching process35,36 that occurs
at a high stretching rate.

All the calculations in this paper are based on ab initio total
energy density functional theory (DFT)37,38 and conducted with
the SIESTA code.39 The PEB-GGA40 and norm-conserving pseudo-
potentials41 are used. The wave functions are expanded in a
numerical basis set.42 The single-� basis with a polarization function
is used for Au atoms and double-� basis with a polarization function
for the other atoms. The 2×2×2 Monkhorst-Pack k point sampling
is used in all the simulations. To verify the validity of the current
methods, we calculate the lattice constant of the bulk Au and the
S-C and S-H bond lengths in the isolated CH3SH molecule. The
corresponding values are 4.20, 1.83, and 1.38 Å, respectively, which
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Figure 1. Five types of molecular junctions considered in our simulation.
In (a) and (b), the end H atom of the junction at the tip (T1) or substrate
(T2) side is retained; in (c) no end H atom is retained (T3). In (d) and (e),
one detached H atom is adsorbed to the Au tip (T4) and substrate (T5),
respectively. In (a) we show the reference frame of our calculation.
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are consistent with the experimental values (4.08, 1.82, and 1.34
Å).43 We also calculate the cohesive energy of the bulk Au and
get a value of 4.11 eV, which is also in good agreement with the
experimental value (3.81 eV).43

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structure Evolution. With the above protocol, we
simulate the contraction and elongation processes of the five
types of molecular junctions. Our simulation clearly shows that
each type of molecular junction has a characteristic elongation
process in which the main feature of the structural variation is
almost independent of the adsorption sites and azimuth of the
molecule in the initial step. The molecule will become bent
during contraction and straight during elongation, but the
changes of the C-C and C-H bond lengths are smaller than
1.5% (see movies in the Supporting Information for a more
intuitive understanding).

Figure 2a,b shows the structure evolution of T1 and T2 during
the elongation. No visible structure variation is found in the
substrate and tip, and both junctions break at the thiol-Au bond

at last. This indicates that the thiol-Au bond is weaker than
the thiolate-Au bond.

Figure 2c shows the structure evolution of T3. During the
elongation, the evident change in the substrate is that a Au atom
is pulled out from the surface, but instead of breaking between
this Au atom and the substrate, the junction at last breaks at
the S-Au bond on the tip side.

Figure 3 shows the structure evolution of T4 and T5. For
these two types of junctions, the rupture always takes place at
the side with the H atom adsorbed. During the elongation, the
H atom gradually enters into the interval between two Au atoms
in the tip or substrate. This makes the breakdown take place at
the Au-H bond at last. This breaking mechanism has never
been mentioned before, and we will show in the later text that
it may be the most important mechanism in the MBJ experiment
involving a SH-Au contact.

The effect of the adsorption site of the detached H atom on
the breaking geometry of T4 has been considered in our
simulation, and it is found that if this H atom is adsorbed to a
site around which no octanedithiol molecule is attached, the
junction is broken at the Au-S bond at last, just as in T3. That
is to say, only when the H atom is absorbed to the site near the
Au atom to which the molecule is attached can it have effects
on the breaking geometry of the molecular junction (see movies
in the Supporting Information for details).

To reach a more general conclusion, we need to consider a
different type of tip structure in which there exists a short single
Au chain. In this case, the junction may have a different breaking
geometry. However, considering that the break junction experi-
ments are often done at ambient temperature, we perform a
dynamic simulation of the equilibration process of the isolated
electrode at 300 K and find that the pyramid structure at the tip
is very stable, while the short chain structure is destroyed
rapidly. Therefore, we deduce that the short chain structure
cannot possibly exist in the initial electrodes in a MBJ
experiment (see Supporting Information for details).

In total, three different types of breaking geometries are found
in our simulation: the junction can break at the thiol-Au,
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Figure 2. Structure evolution of junctions (a) T1, (b) T2, and (c) T3. The
numbers denote the elongation step. At step 0 (initial step of the elongation),
the lengths of these three junctions are 28.3, 29.1, and 28.3 Å, respectively.

Figure 3. Structure evolution of junctions (a) T4 and (b) T5. The numbers
denote the elongation step. The lengths of these two junctions at step 0
(initial step of the elongation) are 29.7 and 28.3 Å, respectively.
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thiolate-Au, and H-Au bonds, respectively. The junction
always breaks at the thiol-Au bond if one exists. Adsorption
of the detached H atom to the electrode Au atom around the
molecule significantly changes the structure evolution of the
junction.

3.2. Energy Variation and Breaking Force. To gain insight
into the structure evolution of molecular junctions during the
elongation, we calculate the variation of the total energy with
the junction length L of the five types of junctions. Here the
junction length L is defined as the size of the supercell in the
stretch direction (the z axis). The result shows that each of the
total energy-junction length curves can be divided into several
well-defined segments which are usually separated by abrupt
changes in energy. The tendency of the energy variation is
roughly the same in each segment but different between two
neighboringones.Figure4showsthethree typicalenergy-junction
length curves corresponding to T1, T3, and T4. Inspecting the
coordinates of the junction atoms in each step shows that the
system structure varies gradually in the same segment but
undergoes an abrupt change from one segment to another. The
last segment describes the energy variation after the breakdown
of the junction, and the energy keeps a roughly constant value.
We define the segment before the last one as the breaking
segment and the corresponding process as the breaking process.
The molecular junction breaks during this process. We define
the average force during the breaking process as breaking force
(F); therefore, the breaking force can be written as

where ∆E and ∆L are the changes of the total energy and length
of the molecular junction in the breaking process, respectively.
In Table 1 we list the calculated breaking force of the five types
of molecular junctions shown in Figure 1. For comparison, we
also simulate the breaking process of a four-atom single Au
chain and get a breaking force of 1.6 nN. This value is consistent
with the one measured by Rubio et al.44

As we can see from Table 1, the value of the breaking force
of a molecular junction is mainly determined by the type of the

breaking bond at the last stage of the elongation. Each of these
bonds has a characteristic breaking force. The thiol-Au bond
has the smallest breaking force, and the S-Au bond has the
biggest one. T1 and T2 have equal breaking forces and may be
undistinguishable in the experiment; the same is true for T4
and T5.

The MBJ process of the octandithiol-Au junction has been
experimentally studied by Li et al.,36 and the average breaking
force was determined to be ∼1.6 nN. According to this result,
the authors concluded that the molecular junction is broken at
the Au-Au bond, because the Au-Au bond has a well-known
breaking force value ∼1.6 nN. However, as shown by our
simulation, the breaking force of the H-Au bond is very close
to that of the Au-Au bond. This suggests that T4 and T5 may
be important molecular junctions in the experiment. That is to
say, the adsorption of the detached H atom to the electrode plays
a crucial role in the structure evolution of a molecular junction
during elongation.

Another evidence for the conclusion that T4 and T5 may be
important molecular junctions in the experiment comes from
our study of the interaction between the molecule and tip. In
this study we consider three different structures: the nondisso-
ciative molecule being adsorbed to the pure Au tip, the
dissociative molecule being adsorbed to the pure Au tip, and
the dissociative molecule being adsorbed to the Au tip with an
H atom adsorbed. The result shows that the total energy of the
third structure is almost equal to (slightly lower than, in fact)
that of the first one, and the adsorption energy of the molecule
in the third structure is the biggest. All the above observations
suggest a possible transfer from the first structure to the third
one and the formation of junctions T4 and T5 in the experiment
(see Supporting Information for details).

According to the analysis above, we may conclude that the
H atoms at both ends of the octanedithiol molecule are detached
during the formation of a junction. The detached H atoms are
adsorbed to the Au electrode. What the experiment measured
are junction with S-Au bonds at both sides and H atoms
adsorbed to the Au substrate and tip. During elongation, the
junction breaks at the H-Au bond.

3.3. Dynamic Electronic Structure Analysis. With the mo-
lecular junction structures we get in the simulation, the electronic
structures of the junctions at each elongation step are calculated,
and a dynamic analysis of the density of states (DOS) can be
performed. We will show below that the dynamic DOS analysis
provides a good way to understand the structure variation during
the deformation of the molecular junction. For the convenience
of analysis, the projected DOS (PDOS) on a specific atom is
calculated. The reference frame in our analysis is shown in
Figure 1a.

Figure 5a shows the variation of the total PDOS on the S
atom at the break point of T3. In Figure 5b we decompose the
total PDOS to the s and p orbitals. No sp hybridization is found
in this S atom. The sharp peak in the total DOS around the
Fermi level can be attributed to the lone pair states of the p
orbitals. It is mainly from the py orbital, and no variations in
both shape and position are evident during the elongation. The
peak in the pz DOS around -5 eV (peak 1) shows only a subtle
change during the breaking process, while the px DOS changes
markedly. Inspecting the structure variation reveals that the
change in the length of the S-C bond (0.03 Å) is much smaller
than that of the S-Au bond (0.3 Å). We therefore attribute peak
1 of the pz DOS to the S-C bond and that of the px DOS to the
S-Au bond. Because peak 1 is in a low energy position relative

(44) Rubio, G.; Agraıt, N.; Vieira, S. Phys. ReV. Lett. 1996, 76, 2302–
2035.

Figure 4. Three typical total energy-junction length curves corresponding
to (a) T1, (b) T3, and (c) T4.

Table 1. Breaking Bond Type and Breaking Force of the Five
Types of Molecular Junctionsa

junction type

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

breaking bond thiol-Au thiol-Au S-Au H-Au H-Au
breaking force 0.6 ( 0.2 0.6 ( 0.2 2.2 ( 0.2 1.5 ( 0.2 1.5 ( 0.2

a The breaking bond refers to the bond break at the last stage of the
elongation. The force is in nN.

F ) ∆E/∆L
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to the px DOS, the S-C bond is stronger than the S-Au bond,
and therefore T3 breaks at the S-Au bond instead of the S-C
bond.

Figure 6 shows the variation of the PDOS on the S atom
around the break point of T1. All peaks in the PDOS curves
show a total shift to the high energy direction, and no visible
changes in both shape and relative position are found during
the elongation. This indicates the physical adsorption nature of
the -SH group to the Au electrode and explains why the
breaking force of the thiol-Au bond is the smallest. The
hybridization between the s and p orbitals of the S atom can be
clearly seen from Figure 6, which suggests very different
electronic structures betweenT3 and T1.

Figure 7 shows the variation of the PDOS on the Au atom at
the break point of T4. It is found that the dx2-y2 and dxy DOS
are mainly from the lone pair electron in the d orbital and almost
invariable in the breaking process; therefore, only the dyz, dz2,

dxz, and s DOS are shown. The dyz, dz2, and s DOS change very
little during the breaking process. Checking the structure
variation shows that the relative positions of the three Au atoms
on the top of the adsorbed H atom are almost invariable during
the breaking process, and hence we attribute the dyz, dz2, and s
DOS to the bonds between this Au atom and the two top Au
atoms. The variation of the dxz DOS shows the feature of the
bond break,34 and undoubtedly it is from the Au-H bond. The
energy difference between the bonding and antibonding states
(1.2 eV) at step 24 reflects the strength of the H-Au interaction.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a theoretical study of the MBJ processes
of the molecular junctions formed by octanedithiol molecules
and Au electrodes. The five types of junctions most likely to
exist are considered, and it is found that each of them has a
characteristic breaking geometry and breaking force. The
behavior of the end H atom in the -SH group plays a crucial
role in the variation of the junction structure. As a detached H
atom is adsorbed to the electrodes, it may enter into the interval
between two Au atoms during the elongation, which causes the
junction to break at the H-Au bond. By comparing our
theoretical result with that of the experiment, it is found that
the breakdown of the H-Au bond may be the most important
mechanism in the MBJ experiment if the molecular junction
contains SH-Au contacts. The breaking mechanism of the
molecular junctions is understood from the dynamics analysis
of the electronic structure.
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Figure 5. Variation of the PDOS on the S atom at the break point of T3.
The number in each panel denotes the elongation step. Note that the junction
breaks at step 35; steps 25, 30, and 34 are in the breaking process.

Figure 6. Variation of the PDOS on the S atom at the break point of T1.
The number in each panel denotes the elongation step. Note that the junction
breaks at step 20; steps 14 and 18 are in the breaking process. Step 35 is
after the breakdown of T1.

Figure 7. Variation of the PDOS on the Au atom at the break point of T4.
The number in each panel denotes the elongation step. Note that steps 23,
24, and 31 are in the breaking process.
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